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Colorblind America

With more and more instances of police violence toward Blacks in America, there is an impending question of 

institutionalized ideologies that exist within American Law enforcement. From profiling to excessive force, there is a very plain 

disparity between the treatment of Whites and Blacks by law enforcement officers. This disparity is indicative of a colonization 

of the collective consciousness of America today. Colonized ideologies plague minority communities and contribute to the 

disparities in wealth, education, and access to resources that causes an incline in crime and arrest rates. With an education

system that depends on federal funding that isn’t there, and a prison system that is privately funded by those more concerned

with money than the freedom of others, it goes without question that America has failed to move beyond the racialized colonial 

ideologies that have been perpetuated since the era of chattel slavery. 

Colonized Ideologies

Education/Housing Disparity

Dissolution of the Black Family

There is a cycle that perpetuates a continuity of low 

income and uneducated workers who have no way of 

achieving upward mobility. This forces Black families into 

ghettoized spaces and as such they become targets for police 

to arrest based on tenuous suspicion. When a Black man is 

arrested, and leaves behind a family, the responsibility of 

raising said family falls upon the mother. She must make a 

choice between working, and providing financially, or 

staying home, living off of welfare, and supporting the 

children.  As a child grows up this way, living in ghettoized 

spaces, without a father, and a mother who is either never 

there or can’t make ends meet, they become inundated with 

the same mentality that pushed their father to the streets, 

thus perpetuating the continuity of criminality and the 

dissolution of the Black family.

The lack of quality education available to Black 

students growing up in ghettoized spaces feeds into a 

cycle of academic disenfranchisement. When students 

have limited access to resources, and are unable to 

relate to the teacher or the material, it becomes easy, 

almost expected, for them to fall behind. Because of 

this, we face the issue of upward mobility, or the lack 

thereof, due to the low levels of academic success in 

predominantly Black areas. 

Colonized ideologies are reflected in the following contexts:

Educational disparity

Housing disparity

The Dissolution of the Black Family

Commoditization of Hip Hop

Incarceration disparity

Excessive police brutality

These aspects fall within the scope of colonial ideologies that have bled through generations and have residual effects in the lives of the Africana 

population in America. This project is intended to open a dialogue about the racial climate in America beyond the current passive aggressive state that 

the American people have come to lean on.

Police Brutality, 

and the School-to Prison Pipeline

Police used tactics that essentially target Black 

people as a method for filling prison cells. Considering 

recent events, it is clear that police are using predatory 

methods and ideologies to target Black men and 

further the continuity of criminality that the prison 

industrial machine thrives off of. The perpetuation of 

violence is a key aspect in maintaining the racial 

hierarchy that has been in existence since the days of 

chattel slavery. With the lynching of Michael Brown, 

Eric Garner, Otis Byrd, Eric Harris, Walter Scott, and 

countless others occurring in just this past year, it goes 

without saying that there still exists a very real system 

of racial hierarchy that perpetuates the violence, often 

with impunity.

Commoditization of Hip Hop

Hip Hop has been co-opted to 

propagate an image of Black people that 

feeds into the ideologies that are used to 

rationalize the targeting of black people by 

police and the prison industrial complex. 

The image of the violent Black man 

predisposed to crime, coupled with the 

overtly sexualized imagery and apparent 

obsession with material goods, has painted 

the Black man as inherently criminal. This 

music is being marketed to a predominantly 

White audience, thus continuing the same 

caricatured images that were created in the 

era of the Minstrel Show.
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